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Abstract 

Background/Objectives: Unlike general cameras, high-speed cameras capable of capturing a very large number of 

frames per second can enable the advancement of image processing technologies that have been limited. 

Methods/Statistical analysis: In this paper, we propose a method of removing noises from high-speed color 

images and then detecting human facial areas from the noise-removed image. In this paper, first, noise pixels 

included in the ultrafast image are effectively removed by applying a bidirectional filter. Then, using a retina face 

model, a face region representing a person’s personal information is robustly detected from an image from which 

noise has been removed. 

Findings: Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm removes noises from images and then robustly 

detects the face region using the generated model. In this study, the performance of the proposed model-based face 

detection approach was quantitatively compared and evaluated in terms of accuracy. In this study, the accuracy 

scale expressed as the ratio of the number of face regions accurately extracted through the introduced method and 

the number of face regions originally existing in the entire image data was used. For performance evaluation, we 

also implemented the method using the existing fixed model. The existing face detection has not been able to 

compensate for noise included in images. In addition, since an inflexible model was used, many errors occurred in 

face detection. In contrast, the proposed method removes undesirable noise contained in an image by applying a 

bidirectional filter. Then, a flexible model composed of five landmarks is created to detect a face from an image 

from which noise has been removed, so that accurate results can be obtained. 

Improvements/Applications: The proposed face detection method is expected to be used for many application 

fields related to pattern recognition such as building monitoring, door management, and mobile biometric 

authentication. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, relatively inexpensive high-speed cameras, such as small cameras mounted on Samsung’s Galaxy 
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S series, which can shoot more than hundreds of frames per second, have become more common, creating an 

environment where ordinary people can easily acquire video content shot with ultra-fast cameras [1]. Such ultra-

high-speed video content can be usefully used in various applications such as fine motion measurement of objects, 

three-dimensional modeling and analysis of objects [2-4]. 

However, in addition to the ultra-high-speed image data that provides useful information to many users, the 

ultra-high-speed image data including exposed personal information such as a person’s face or a specific part of 

the body is freely distributed without any restrictions, which can be a social problem. In particular, those who 

realize that their personal information is being exposed and shared with many people suffer a great deal of mental 

damage. 

Therefore, there is a need for a study that robustly detects the area representing the personal information [5] 

of a person exposed, such as a face, from an input high-speed color image through an image processing technique. 

The personal information areas of the person detected in this way can be effectively protected through a blocking 

process such as a mosaic, which is carried out in the next step. 

Related studies that have been conducted in the past to detect areas representing personal information of 

exposed persons such as faces from input color image data can be found in the literature. In the study [6], a feature 

aggregation network (FANet) was proposed to construct a novel single-phase facial extractor that not only 

produces excellent result but also runs efficiently. In the study [7], a partial face recognizer in the mobile domain 

was proposed. In this method, they describe two different approaches to segment-based face detection. In the study 

[8], a strategy for assisting proposal creation was proposed to acquire faces quickly in mobile devices. In the study 

[9], a method of normalizing the profile image to the front face was proposed for face recognition irrelevant to the 

pose. In addition to the existing methods described above, researches on detecting regions of interest including 

personal information such as faces through image analysis are ongoing [10]. 

The existing methods mentioned above detect a person’s face area with some accuracy in a general 

environment. However, most of these methods are not for high-speed cameras, but for stills and videos shot with 

normal flat-speed cameras. Therefore, there are some limitations and constraints in simply applying the face 

detection algorithms used in the existing methods to ultra-high-speed image processing. 

Therefore, in this work, we introduce a method to effectively remove unnecessary noise pixels contained 

within the input image using bidirectional filters from ultra-fast color images entered into the system, and then 

robustly detect human facial regions representing privacy from the denoised image using landmark-based facial 

models. Fig. 1 briefly illustrates the overall flow diagram of the model-based face area detection algorithm using 

five landmarks introduced in this work. 
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Figure 1. Overall flow chart of the introduced method 
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As can be seen in Fig. 1, the approach introduced in this study effectively reduces unnecessary noises 

present in the input image received first by applying a bidirectional filter. Then, from the color image from which 

noise has been removed, the face area of a person representing personal information is robustly extracted using a 

model generated based on the landmark. 

In Chapter 1, we described the overall outline and background that led to this study. Chapter 2 describes the 

preprocessing to remove noise included in the input image. In Chapter 3, a landmark-based model is created and a 

method of detecting a face area from an input image using the generated model is described. In Chapter 4, we 

describe the experimental results conducted to compare and evaluate the performance of the model-based face 

region detection method presented in this study. Chapter 5 describes the conclusion of this study and future 

research plans. 

 

2. Image Preprocessing 

In this study, a bilateral filter [11] is applied to effectively remove unwanted noises in color images received 

at high speed. In general, noise often occurs when the intensity of light received by a high-speed camera is 

relatively weaker than a signal generated by an electrical signal. In addition, while the size of the image sensor 

mounted on the ultra-high-speed camera is small, it tends to generate a lot of noise even when the resolution is 

high. Therefore, in this study, after removing noise as much as possible through pre-processing of the image, we 

try to detect the human face region more stably. 

Usually, in order to reduce various types of noises included in a color image, a two-dimensional Gaussian 

filter [12] is often used. However, while the Gaussian filter has the advantage of being easy to use, it has the 

disadvantage of blurring the contents of the image. In other words, when a Gaussian filter is applied to a color 

image, a phenomenon in which a boundary portion of the target existing in the color image is blurred occurs. 

Therefore, we apply a bidirectional filter that operates to preserve the boundary of the object in the image as 

much as possible. The bidirectional filter used in this study is defined as Equation (1). 
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In Equation (1), I(x) denotes an initial input image to be filtered, and Ifilter(x) denotes a result image 

subjected to bidirectional filtering. In addition, x represents the current position of a pixel to which filtering is 

applied, and  represents a search window located around x. Therefore, xi represents another adjacent pixel. The 

function fr denotes a range kernel for smoothing the difference between neighboring pixel values, and the function 

gs denotes a spatial kernel for smoothing the difference between neighboring coordinates. In this study, kernels fr 

and gs use Gaussian functions. 
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The weight factor Wp used in Equation (1) is defined as Equation (2) using the spatial kernel gs and the 

range kernel fr. Let us consider the pixel at (i, j) that contains noise in the input image. Also, let us consider that 

one of the pixels adjacent to (i, j) is positioned at (k, l). Subsequently, the range kernel and the spatial kernel are set 

as a two-dimensional Gaussian function, and the weight factor set for the pixel located at (k, l) to remove noise 

from the pixel located at (i, j) is as shown in Equation (3). 
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In Equation (3), I(i, j) and I(k, l) represent the brightness values at positions (i, j) and (k, l), and d and r 

are range and space smoothing parameters. In this study, if the weighting factor is extracted and then normalized, 

the intensity value ID(x, y) of the pixel with reduced noise at the position (i, j) can be obtained as shown in 

Equation (4). 
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Usually, as the value of the range parameter r increases, the Gaussian convolution becomes wider and 

smoother. Furthermore, as the value of the spatial parameter d increases, the larger feature is smoothed. 

Bidirectional filtering considers correlations between current pixels and surrounding pixels, such as 

Gaussian filtering, and reduces the noise contained in the image by considering differences from the values of 

pixels in the region of interest. In two-way filtering, the corresponding pixel value is set to the weighted average 

value of the surrounding pixels. Furthermore, the weighting factors used may be established according to the 

general Gaussian distribution. 

 

3. Model-based Face Detection 

In this paper, from the ultra-high-speed color image with reduced noise through the two-way filtering 

performed in the previous step, the face area of a person including exposed personal information is to be robustly 

detected based on the face model. To this end, in this study, we intend to use the retina face model based on the 

landmark [13]. 

The retina face model used in this paper uses a single-layered face detection method, which performs pixel-

wise face localization for different sizes of faces through combined self-supervised and extra-supervised multi-task 
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learning. A description of the main process of the corresponding learning method is as follows. 

 

▪ Multitask loss 

For all training anchors i, the retina model minimizes the loss as shown in Equation (5). 
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In Equation (5), ),( *

iicls ppL  denotes the face classification loss, pi denotes the forecasted probability of 

whether anchor i is a face, and *

ip  denotes 1 for the positive anchor and 0 for the opposite case. The categorization 

loss uses the softmax [14] for the binary class. In ),( *

iibox ttL , the face region regression loss, we use 

ihwyxi ttttt },,,{=  and 
ii hwyx

ttttt },,,{ ***** =  to denote predicted regions and ground truth regions for positive anchors, 

and for the face region, we use the face’s center position, and the face’s horizontal and vertical width to normalize 

the goal. ),( *

iipts llL , a face landmark regression loss, uses five predicted face landmarks for positive anchors and 

ground truth, 
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= . Like the face area, landmark regression is also 

normalized based on the center of the anchor. The final loss 
pixelL , the dense regression loss, uses the loss balance 

parameters 
31  −  as 0.25, 0.1, and 0.01, respectively. 

▪ Dense regression branch 

In the retina face model, a mesh decoder is implemented via graph convolution based on a fast localized 

spectral filtering method. Furthermore, we use joint shapes and texture decoder similarities for faster decoding. 

Unlike general convolutions, graph convolutions use Euclidean response fields by computing their distance from 

their neighbors. Graph vertices in the retina face model are defined using colored face meshes with joint shape and 

texture information, and connections between vertices are defined via sparse adjacency matrices [15]. 

▪ Image quality classification 

In the retina face model used in this paper, various facial images are classified into five categories based on 

the image quality. Here, the method of classifying the image quality is based on how difficult it is to display a 

landmark on the face area. As landmarks used here, both eyes of a person, the tip of the nose, and the area of the 

mouth on both sides are used. 

In this study, the model learned through the above process and the ultra-high-speed camera are used in 

combination. In an ultra-high-speed camera environment, the image quality captured by the image sensor is not 

clear due to flickering and unremoved noise. However, the retina face model can exhibit relatively high 

performance even with poor image quality by using a method to which the concept of face classification, landmark, 

density check, and graphs between landmarks. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The computer used for the development and testing of the algorithm presented in this study was an Intel 

Core i7-6700 3.4 GHz CPU, 16 GB random access memory (RAM), Galaxy GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphics card, 
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256 GB solid state drive (SSD). The computer used for the experiment has Windows 10 installed as the operating 

system. As a software tool for system development, Microsoft’s Visual Studio 2017 was installed. In addition, the 

OpenCV image processing library was used to more efficiently develop the algorithm proposed in this study. 

In this study, the performance of the proposed landmark model-based face area detection approach was 

quantitatively compared and evaluated in terms of accuracy. In this study, we use an accuracy scale such as 

Equation (6), expressed as a ratio of the number of precisely extracted face regions to the number of face regions 

originally present in the total image data used in the experiment. In Equation (6), FACEextracted represents the 

number of face areas accurately detected using the introduced method. In addition, FACE total represents the total 

number of face regions included in the entire color image data used in the experiment. As can be seen from 

Equation (6), the face detection accuracy scale defined in this study is expressed as a percentage. 

(%)100=
total

extracted
accuracy

FACE

FACE
M        (6) 

 

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the performance measurement results of face detection from ultra-high 

speed images using the conventional skin color model-based method and the proposed method. As can be seen in 

Fig. 2, the approach proposed in this study removes noises included in the image, and then more robustly detects 

the exposed human face area using the landmark-based model. 

 

 

Figure 2. Performance graph 

The existing face detection method has not been able to compensate for noises included in ultra-high-speed 

images correctly. In addition, since a fixed and inflexible model was used, many errors occurred in face detection. 

In contrast, the method proposed in this study removes undesirable noises contained in an image by 

applying the bidirectional filter. Then, a flexible model consisting of five landmarks is created to try to detect a 

face from a color image from which noise has been removed, so that more accurate results can be obtained. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In recent years, as high-speed cameras, which are relatively inexpensive, are becoming more and more 

common, the general public can more and more easily acquire video content photographed with a high-speed 

camera. However, high-speed images with personal information, such as certain parts of the face and body, are 
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also freely distributed, which is a problem. Therefore, there is a need for a study to accurately detect an exposed 

object area containing personal information of a person from an input high-speed color image. 

In this study, a technique was introduced to remove unwanted noise contained in ultra-high-speed color 

images filmed in general environments without special restrictions, and to accurately extract facial regions 

representing personal information from images from which noise was removed. In the introduced method, noise 

pixels generated in the image are removed as much as possible from the input color image by using the 

bidirectional filter. Then, by applying a face model composed of five landmark points representing the main 

features of the face, the face region, which is an area representing personal information, was robustly detected from 

the image data from which noise was removed. Experimental results represents that the approach described in this 

study removes noise from the ultra-high-speed color image data, and then accurately detects the human face region 

from the noise-removed image. 

In the future, we plan to further improve the overall performance by robustly optimizing the landmark-based 

model of the face detection algorithm proposed in this study. In other words, in the input image, even if the face 

direction is not only the front side, but also the upper and lower sides, the direction of the face will be accurately 

measured and the landmark will be positioned according to the measured direction so that the overall face 

detection operation can proceed correctly. 
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